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� “Your ladyship”

� Engaging in the Empire of  Things
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One of  the specious orators…

James Christie, “The specious orator”, 1794
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One of  the specious orators…

Morning Chronicle, 31 October 1796Daily Advertiser, 1 June 1743



Corpus
Daily 

Advertiser

Morning 

Chronicle

Daily Post London 

Daily Post 

& General 

Advertiser

Public 

Ledger & 

Daily 

Advertiser

Total 

number of  

advertiseme

nt pages

SP1 1742–1743 583 / 513 260 / 1.356

SP2 1773 763 323 / / / 1.086

SP3 1799–1800 630 778 / / / 1.408

SP4 1828–1829 / 625 / / 701 1.326

Total number 

per newspaper

1.976 1.726 513 260 701 5.176
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Furniture manuals Philosophical treatises
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Corpus

“Chinese Sopha” by Thomas 
Chippendale



Research question and hypothesis

What were the underlying 
value constructions in 18C 

London auction ads?
Phrases and key 

words

Less durable but more 
fashionable – design 

based – goods 
+

Increased the role of  
advertising
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Workflow source material
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Burney collection (SP1-3)
BNA (SP4)

Peruse newspapers
Only download pages with 

ads

Select ads

Only auction ads left

Convert and crop



Workflow source material
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Trained model

Transkribus

Delete nonsense words

Export .txt
First exploration

Voyant



� Distributional thesis

�Smurf  Language Principle

� 1 model per sample period

� Neighbour analysis

� Plot and compare models

� Last SP as base model
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Workflow source material



� Digital text analysis

�Word embeddings

� ‘close reading’ 

�Sources

�Dictionaries, treatises…

� Embedding the word embeddings

� Recogito

�Standardise spelling & relationships

�Annotator agreement principle

� Cleaner and more structured

� Basic word statistics and word order
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Methodology
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Some examples: Bed

� Clutter

� Repetitive nature of  ads

� 500 most frequent words

Scatterplot of “bed” in London auction 
advertisements 1742–1829



Bed 1742–1743 1773 1799–1800 1828–1829

blue bedstead sleeping bedchamber

settee canopy bedchambers airy

worsted 

damask cotton servants sleeping

silk damask check closets spacious

yellow blue bed hangings dressing room
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Some examples: Bed

Frequently occurring neighbors of  “bed” in London auction advertisements 1742–1829



Some examples: Excellent

Excellent 1742–1743 1773 1799–1800 1828–1829 Furniture 

manuals

wine perfect goods superior ancient

Malaga completely incomplete goods genteel

port goods perfect elegant distinction

burgundy assemblage elegant complete novelty

butt style complete perfect purposes
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Frequently occurring neighbors of  “excellent” in London auction advertisements 1742–1829



Some examples: Excellent

Excellent 1742–1743 1773 1799–1800 1828–1829 Furniture 

manuals

wine perfect goods superior ancient

Malaga completely incomplete goods genteel

port goods perfect elegant distinction

burgundy assemblage elegant complete novelty

butt style complete perfect purposes
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Frequently occurring neighbors of  “excellent” in London auction advertisements 1742–1829



Mind the but(t)s…
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Scatterplot of  the semantic shift 
of  ‘beautiful' in the Daily 

Advertiser of  1760 vs. 1780



Mind the but(t)s…
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Scatterplot of  the semantic shift of  
‘beautiful' in the Daily Advertiser 

of  1760 vs. 1780
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Mind the but(t)s…

� ”A large cask used to store liquids, typically 
varying in capacity from 108 to 140 gallons 
(approx. 491 to 637 litres)” (Oxford 
English Dictionary)

E. Johnson's British Gazette and Sunday Monitor, Sunday 
November 9th,1788


